
Anatomic Pathologist (m/f) in France

Description de l'emploi
Job Profile:
Anatomic Pathologist I
Grade:
700

The majority of the pathologist’s duties involves, but is not limited to, providing clients with diagnostic
evaluations in the area of clinical or anatomic pathology and providing necessary follow-up consultation. A
high level of importance is placed on quality, timeliness, customer service, effective verbal, written and
interpersonal communication skills.

IDEXX has an opportunity for an Anatomic Pathologist to join our FrenPathology Team.

As a virtual Anatomic Pathologist with IDEXX, you will work from the comfort of your own home, providing
quality diagnostic services for our clients in a timely manner, as well as follow-up consultations, as
needed. In this role, you will also promote the growth of IDEXX by actively participating in pathologist
meetings and developing and maintaining professional relationships/contact with clients.

At IDEXX, we understand the importance of continuing to grow and learn in your profession. You will have
the opportunity to maintain and develop your diagnostic skills through regular continuing education, and
will collaborate with your colleagues frequently through consultation and regular rounds sessions.

What do you need to be successful in this role?

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (DVM), or equivalent degree required●

Pathology Board Certified or Eligible - ACVP or ECVP preferred●

Fluency in French and English●

Familiarity with current topics and issues in clinical veterinary medicine●

Ability to type and use dictation equipment●

Excellent verbal and communication skills●

A service-oriented attitude●

Ability to organize and prioritize work●

Computer skills are required●

What We Offer

When you join IDEXX, you will find yourself in a challenging and exciting environment where you are given
the opportunity to be yourself, innovate, and grow. We have so much to offer!

From day one, you will get full autonomy in your work and ample support when you need it.●

You will join a successful team who is proud of the work they do and motivated by their

unified purpose of helping others.

●

You will work with people who are inspiring, open, and the best in their operating space.●

We believe in you – with a team of over 8,000 all over the globe, there are lots of

opportunities for learning, personal growth, and career expansion.

●

You’ll be part of a double-digit growth company in a quickly growing market and we are

leading the way forward with innovative products, services, and a strong focus on our

●
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customers.

Adresse URL du site externe https://idexx.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/IDEXX/job/Virtual-France/Anatomic-Pathologist--m-f--in-France_J-
020181

Intitulé du partage sur les
réseaux sociaux On cherche un(e) Anatomic Pathologist (m/f) in France !

Détail de l'emploi
Code de la demande de poste J-020181

Site Virtual France
Date de publication 25/03/2021 - il y a 21 jours

Famille d'emplois Laboratory Services
Veterinarian

Type d'horaire Full time
Type d'emploi Regular

Organisation hiérarchique Team Leader Anatomic Pathology UK (Tamara Veiga (213109))

Responsable de l'embauche

Tamara Veiga (213109)

Membres de l'équipe
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